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Councillor Jayne Francis

CABINET MEMBER FOR EDUCATION,
SKILLS AND CULTURE
BIRMINGHAM CITY COUNCIL

As the most diverse Core City in the UK, Birmingham
holds its diversity dear and the City Council is mindful of
the need to reflect on its development, to learn new and
inspiring stories, and include as many people as possible
in considering the impact of black history on our identity
in the 21st Century. Birmingham City Council is proud to
support the annual Black History Month each October
and recognises that the city’s depth of character is due to
the rich tapestry of life that our diverse communities gift
all year round.
Throughout October, residents and visitors will be able
to take part in various cultural activities which celebrate
and explore our black history. We greatly encourage all
communities to engage in Black History Month as a portal
for developing lifelong partnerships and friendships and
celebrating our black heritage together.
Congratulations must go to the partners and
organisations involved in organising and coordinating
the month’s activities across Birmingham. Our thanks, in
particular, go to Blackstory Partnership, which includes
Inspiring a New Generation, Recognize Black Heritage
and Culture and Mykal Wassifa Brown CIC, who have
compiled an exciting brochure of events including an
online launch.

For further information visit:

birminghamblackhistorymonth.co.uk/launch
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WELCOME
Following from the success of planning and delivering
Birmingham’s Black History Month 2016 - 2019,
Blackstory Partnership is delighted in securing the
3-year contract to host Black History Month Launch
and Brochure 2020-2022.
As a society how can we celebrate Black History Month
especially this year, with the unprecedented impact of
Covid-19 which has and continues to affect the entire
world, socially and economically, alongside the death
of George Floyd causing global disruption and unrest.
While BHM is a celebration and acknowledgement of
Black achievements and contributions to British Society,
we cannot ignore recent events that have shaken and
awakened the entire world population in one way or
another.
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Birmingham Donor Centre
2nd floor, 65 New Street
Birmingham, B2 4DU

Blackstory Partnership will use this unique opportunity
to tell our story, our challenges, hopes and demands
for change and equality by building on the successes
of delivering the city’s previous Black History month
programme.
We will endeavour to share the achievements of
Black people throughout the many centuries,
ensuring that our culture is embedded deeply in
the city and celebrated with our fellow citizens.
This year’s Launch event will be held on Saturday
26th September 2020, virtually via a number of online
platforms. Featuring inspiring creative performances,
speakers and presentations highlighting the current
climate surrounding the unprecedented impact of
Covid-19 and the death of George Floyd; raising the
awareness and challenges of the perceptions that have
restricted Black people’s progress and participation in
society.
This year’s brochure has some exciting changes ranging
from topics of conversation, exhibitions, monologues.
We may not have captured all of the events happening
in Birmingham during October and beyond in the
brochure so we encourage you to
visit our website at:

Blackstory
Partnership aim
to acknowledge
and document
Black History
narrative to
Educate, Empower
and Motivate
present and future
generations.
This can only be
achieved through
your help and
support.
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COUNCILLORS’ STATEMENT
Statement on behalf of Councillors
Sharon Thompson, Sybil Spence, Martin Straker – Welds, Yvonne Mosquito:
Letter to Prime Minister: Collective
Response from Black Councillors in
Birmingham.
As councillors, we have a duty to serve
those who elected us and speak up for
communities when their voices need to
be heard.
The violent and unnecessary murder
of George Floyd has sent shockwaves
across the globe. It has brought hurt,
anger and frustration to the forefront
especially when it comes to inequalities,
injustice and discrimination aimed at the
African Caribbean community.
The Black Lives Matter movement has
mobilised many groups and individuals
across the globe. There is a sense of a
much-needed change in mood within
the African Caribbean community. We
simply will no longer accept lip service
and a promise of a better tomorrow.
There is also a unifying sense of
solidarity from other quarters from many
communities in support.
We are asking the Prime Minister to
get the government to implement the
recommendations of previous reports
including the Scarman and McPhearson
reports and establish a body which
monitors progress and has the power
to impose financial penalties on those
organisations that do not comply. There
is no need to commission another report.
All of the Birmingham African Caribbean
councillors share the hurt, anger and
frustration along with our community.
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Many of us felt it was essential to be
unified as African Caribbean elected
councillors and do what politicians
should be doing - voice the concerns
of the people and lobbying for political
willingness to do the right thing.
Last week we came together to reflect
on some of the feelings in the community
- including our own. We stood in
solidarity and took our concerns straight
to 10 Downing Street in a letter to the
Prime Minister.
We would like to thank the Leader,
Cllr Ian Ward, Deputy Leader Cllr Brigid
Jones and Cabinet Member for Social
Inclusion, Community Safety and
Equalities, Cllr John Cotton for also
joining us in solidarity as signatures of
this letter.
This is the beginning of this part of the
journey for us. We will continue to push
for change at both a national and local
level.
Thank you to all those who have shown
solidarity with the African Caribbean
communities over recent weeks.
Best wishes

Cllr Sharon Thompson
Cllr Sybil Spence
Cllr Yvonne Mosquito
Cllr Martin Straker - Welds
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then track the outbreak of the virus and
isolate people quickly.
In Europe, America, Australia, New
Zealand and other parts of the world. The
World Health Organization started to see
outbreaks of this very contagious virus.
Many other countries started the process of
locking things down. In England this was
done at a slower pace, and we did not lock
down fully until 23rd March 2020.
I was asked to write an article for black history
month, which I was delighted to do.
COVID-19 has dominated the news for
the last seven months. In my role Has Cabinet
Member for Adult Social Care and health I have
had a leading role in this area. I was shocked
to witness the level of fear which gripped the
community during March, April, and May this
year. Then was even further shocked to speak
to people about conspiracy theories gripping
the community since that point. My role was to
ensure people received the clear facts in this area
and to challenge government policy if I needed to
do so. This was to ensure the community did get
informed choices.
The impact of COVID-19 on the BAME
community was devastating, and we lost many
good people back in March to early June. I
personally lost several friends during this time.
Therefore, it was important for people to ask the
difficult questions and get responses quickly. I
realized very quickly that within the community
the messages were not clear, and people still did
not understand what Corona virus was. It had
devasting affects on people living with long term
medical conditions, in poorer housing, in multigenerational households and people in lower paid
jobs, many classed has key workers, but not all.
The inequalities that many communities faced
meant that this virus would disproportionately
affect you if you were Black.
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Many reports have now been published which
have clearly stated that People from the BAME
community, have been disproportionately
affected by this virus.
We are in unprecedented challenging times;
but to be honest many people do not believe this.
I have spoken to many people, who have given
conspiracy theories, religious reasons, and who
also just do not believe what is being said. This is
leading to none compliance of the current rules.
I do have some sympathy with the statement
that the messages have become so confusing that
people have switched off. I do not have an answer
to people who use this argument, or the fact that
many people think it is an old person’s disease. I
just want to give the clear facts. We need to work
together to stem the flow of this disease on our
landscape. If we work together, listen to the key
messages, we will stay well.
In January 2020 the World Health
Organization reported a new Virus, its origin
was from Wuhan China. The Chinese where so
worried that they closed their borders before
people could travel in from around the world
for the Chinese New Year. Then other parts of
the Asian sub-Continent started to do the same.
Countries like Hong Kong, Korea, Singapore and
others closed their borders between February
and March 2020 and started to do preventative
testing of the population. The scientists felt that
this modelling would work for them. They could

Moving on to August 2020 it is now
known that African-Caribbean people
are four times more likely to die from
COVID-19 than the general population
at large. For individuals with South Asia
heritage, the rate of death is between twice
and three times that of the general population.
Dr Nigel Sturrock Regional Medical
Director for the Midlands said on Wednesday
10th June 2020
‘We now know there is evidence of
disproportionate mortality and morbidity
amongst Black, Asian and minority ethnic
people, including our NHS staff, who have
contracted Covid-19’,
He then underlined that ‘this is not just an
equality, diversity and inclusion issue –
it is an urgent medical emergency’.

Guidance is changing all the time,
it is important that all our citizens in
Birmingham remain safe and well so I
would like you to continue to look at:

gov.uk/coronavirus
1
 ash your hands regularly for at least 20 seconds.
W
2 	 Wear a mask in enclosed spaces, For example in
shops, on public transport, within businesses. If you
are unable to socially distance wear a mask when you
are out and about.
3 	 Do not attend large gatherings. You cannot
have more than 30 people congregating at an event
(Inside or outdoors)
4 	 Keep a safe distance away from other people.
Recommended distance is 2 metres.
5 	 If you develop symptoms, such as a high
temperature, loss of taste or smell, or a
continuous cough it is important that you stay
at home for 14 days. If it is worsening, seek URGENT
medical attention.
6 	 If you have been in contact with anyone, self-isolate
until you have been tested and received your result.
7 	If you live in the same bubble self-isolate until
you have been tested and receive the result.
8 	You can ring 119 to access the test kit, which
can be sent to you at home.
9 	You
 can now also access the new Drop and collect
kit which is being piloted in Birmingham. The test kit is
dropped off during the day and collected later that day.
10 	You can book a slot for a drive through if you
have been in contact with someone who tests positive
or you have been asked to get tested.
Many other rules are now in place for businesses,
hospitality and educational sites. It is easy to
access them online at the web site.
Local authorities like Birmingham also put out
advice daily online. Stay safe and well in the
community, we will get back to normal soon.
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On the 25th of May 2020 in the United States of
America, yet another black man named George
Floyd, was a victim to police brutality and was
murdered by a white police officer by the name
Derek Chauvin.
George was arrested by Chauvin on suspicion
of forgery.
The police were called to his location because
he was accused of using a fake $20 bill at a shop.
When the policemen came, video footage shows
that he didn’t show signs of resisting arrest,
which is contrary to what the officers had stated.
A video has been circulating social media,
in which you can see George laying on the floor
and Chauvin’s knee on his neck and his hand
in his pocket. The whole time, George was
screaming

“I CAN’T BREATHE”, “MAMA”
and was begging the officer.
For 8 minutes and 46 seconds, Chauvin’s
knee was pressed hard on George’s neck and
eventually led to his untimely death.
Paramedics came to the scene where they
had checked his neck pulse, but George was
already laying there motionless.
Consequently after, all four officers that
partook in this outrage were fired and Chauvin
was charged with 3rd degree murder, but recent
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developments have allowed it to be moved up
to 2nd degree, along with the 3 colleagues who
were guilty by association.
George Floyd’s death sparked multiple riots
across states in America. Lootings and arson
have taken place, not to mention the protest
that took place at the White House also. The
#blacklivesmatter movement has never been so
powerful even outside the USA.
We have seen protests and people in power
speaking about the subject in the UK, New
Zealand, Australia, Germany, France, Japan,
some African nations, and obviously America.
Banners with headings “I can’t breathe”, “no
justice no peace” have never been higher as
cries of outrage from the black community are
dominating the streets.
Due to this, curfews have been placed in
various American cities to contain the protests.
Many celebrities have taken it upon themselves
to pay for protesters’ bail and many petitions are
being signed and boxer Floyd Mayweather has
taken a pledge to cover all funeral expenses.
What is happening currently is history. For
the first time in 400 years, black people are
being heard. Martin Luther King said, “a riot
is the language of the unheard”. Through the
burning and protests and looting, everyone
across the world can finally begin to fathom the

injustice we have been facing. Years and
years of oppression have led to this.
Years of institutionalised racism have led
to this. Years of nobody listening have led to
this. Until white people begin to understand
that they have privilege, that black folk have to
work twice as hard to get where they are, that
discrimination in job places are real, then we’ll
never see change.
What happened to George Floyd is only one
case in thousands.
Tamir Rice, Ahmaud Arbery Trayvon
Martin, Oscar Grant, Philandro Castile are black
people who were killed because of their skin
colour.
It is 2020 and we still have to ask to not be
killed, to be seen as humans, to at least have a
chance to be seen in court rather than officers
taking the laws into their own hands.
I urge everyone reading this to sign petitions,
donate and educate themselves on the
discrimination faced by the black community.

Dear God
You are our creator and made us all
uniquely and perfectly.
Help us realise that we are all your
children and you made us diverse to
appreciate the variety of humankind.
Help us understand that if we
discriminate against other races, we are
discriminating against your creation.
Father enlighten us and give us
knowledge on how we can help the
black community as they are trying to
be heard.
In this time Father, we pray, especially
for the Floyd family. Father give
them comfort and peace in this
devastating time. Give them strength
and courage to pull through this hard
circumstance and send your Holy
Spirit to be with them.

IN JESUS NAME WE PRAY,
AMEN
By Naomi Osayamwen
Year 11

“A RIOT
IS THE
LANGUAGE
OF THE
UNHEARD”

Watch shows like “When they see us”, “13th”,
“The Hate U Give”, that educate you on
unfairness we are put through and please
help us to spread awareness by using the
#blacklivesmatter hashtag on social media.
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the same headline but different black faces. Due to
George Floyd’s death, there have been riots, protest,
all demanding justice- not just for Floyd but for
the countless black people murdered. We must say
their names and we must remember them and not
let history forget them. Kendra James, Ahmaud
Arbery, Alton Sterling, Jamar Clark, Terrance
Franklin, David Mallard, and thousands of more.

I read somewhere that

“HOW CAN WE BE UNARMED IF THE WEAPON THEY
FEAR THE MOST IS OUR BLACKNESS.”
If you don’t know what’s been going on at the
moment, well it’s not a moment is it, this issue
began a long time ago and if we don’t do something
it won’t stop. It’s disgraceful that black people still
have to fight for equality and rights.
It’s shameful that it’s ironic that some police
officers who have sworn an oath to protect us
and uphold the law are the ones abusing their
power and putting some people in danger and
even committing legalised murder. To be black
in this world is to be judged only by the colour of
your skin, which you have no control over. To be
automatically put into a statistic or stereotype just
because your skin has melanin.
To have to work ten times harder than the
average white person because we are working for a
system that was never designed for us to succeed.
Race should never be an obstacle but for black
people it is. No one is born racist or hateful, they
become it. I think it starts with the little things
which build up a discriminative opinion. Such as
normalizing racist slurs which should have never
been acceptable.
Schools taking and banning afro combs because
somehow they are ‘dangerous’ associating the tool
we need to use for our 4c hair because an ordinary
hairbrush will damage our beautiful curls with
‘danger’ is unfortunate. When we are seen grouped
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in school you say we look like a ‘gang’ or we look
threatening and intimidating.
On May 25, 2020, in America, George Floyd
was arrested when a shopkeeper called the police
on suspicion of him using counterfeit money.
The officers that arrived at the scene said he was
physically resisting arrest, however, there is video
footage showing he was not resisting. Then Officer
Derek Chauvin proceeded to restrain him to the
ground like an animal and placed his knee on
George’s neck mercilessly for almost nine long
minutes as he repeatedly said “I can’t breathe” and
“don’t kill me” “mama” as he slowly dies in agony.
All the officers involved in the murder were fired
and now soon to be charged with murder. Derek
Chauvin was originally charged with third-degree
murder and manslaughter but later changed to
second-degree murder, which is another important
step to justice.
I and many others including George Floyd’s family
lawyer think Derek Chauvin should have been
convicted with first-degree murder. Gianna Floyd
(George Floyd’s daughter) heartbreakingly but
proudly said that “Daddy changed the world” and
yes, he did. His death sparked a movement that will
never be forgotten. Protest in America, France, the
UK, and many other places. We demand change!
It’s the same story but with different names,

It would be quite ignorant to think that “it’s not
that bad in the UK”. Was it not that bad for Mark
Duggan – who was shot dead in Tottenham by a
police officer, an inquiry into his death cleared the
police officer of wrongdoing. Was it not that bad
for Belly Mujinga – a railway worker who was spat
at by a man who claimed to have Covid-19 and
subsequently died. Unfortunately, she didn’t get the
justice she deserved as police said that her death
was not linked to the attack and there was no video
footage of him spitting on her. Was it not that bad
for Terrel Jones Burton – who was critically injured
after the police pushed him off his bike causing
him to have severe brain damage after just being
profiled by police officers. Just because you serve
the law does not make you above the law. Racism
does exist in the UK and It is extreme and overt.
You may ask but what can I do? You can use
your white privilege to speak out and fight injustice
and racism. You can partake in peaceful protest
and stand with us. You can sign petitions and fight
for change with us. You can educate and spread
awareness whether it be by word of mouth or social
media. You can’t be a silent bystander, you can’t
do anything because then you become part of the
problem. There are some movies and tv shows that
depict exactly what is going in this world such as
‘When They See Us’, ‘The Hate You Give’ and ‘Just
Mercy’. I also suggest you listen to Dave’s song
called ‘Black’ the striking lyrics in that song are
powerfully true, every word is the truth, our black
truth. You don’t have to be black to understand
what’s going on all you need is a heart.
To conclude what I have to say is that yes, all lives
matter, nobody said only black lives matter but it’s
black lives that are in danger right now.

JUSTICE FOR
BLACK LIVES

BLACK IS BEAUTY,
BLACK IS EXCELLENCE
BLACK LIVES MATTER
BUT THAT IS NOT EVIDENT.
YOU SEE MY SKIN AND YOU’VE
ALREADY MADE UP YOUR MIND
WHAT IS WRONG WITH HUMANKIND!
YOUR WHITE PRIVILEGE MAY
EXCLUDE YOU,
BUT DON’T THINK FOR A
SECOND YOU CAN’T HELP
MAKE A CHANGE TOO.
YOU CALL US A GANG WHEN
WE ASSEMBLE,
SO, YOU KICK US DOWN
AND WE TREMBLE.
WHEN WE STAND UP FOR
A BROTHER OR SISTER
WHO HAVE DIED
YOU THROW TEAR GAS
AT OUR EYES
NOT DIED, MURDERED AND
THAT IS INJUSTICE FOR OUR
BROTHERS AND SISTERS
GEORGE FLOYD WAS
OUR BROTHER!
AND THERE ARE PLENTY
OF OTHERS...
SAY THEIR NAMES,
TONY ROBINSON.
JAMAR CLARK.
KENDRA JAMES.
CHRISTIAN TAYLOR.
REMEMBER THEIR NAMES,
AND FIGHT FOR INJUSTICE
AS THIS IS NOT A GAME!

By Ruth Mumba
Year 11

Thank you for listening to me and I hope I have
had some sort of impact on you.
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FRI 25 SEPT

THU 1 - 31 OCT

2PM

LUNAR LEGACIES

CELEBRATING BLACK
POEMS FOR BLACK
HISTORY MONTH 2020 HISTORY MONTH
IN BIRMINGHAM

This walking tour explores sites around Handsworth and
delves deeper into the lives of the Lunar society as Legacy
WM explores little kown links between the group and the
transatlantic slave trade in the 18th century.
SOHO HOUSE MUSEUM
Soho Ave off Soho Road, Handsworth,
Birmingham B18 5LB
TICKETS & INFO:
 FREE Booking required
	bit.ly/BHM_Fri_25
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THU 1 OCT

10AM
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MON

28 SEP
–
SUN

4 OCT

1PM

Birmingham is an area rich in
industrial history. The home to
a diverse range of
communities . This month we
will commemorate the lives of
Black people who have lived
and contributed to the area.
TICKETS & INFO:
 FREE Booking required
	 Box Office
 0121 236 4455
	windrush70.com

Poems for Black history
month include:
#BlackWordsMatter
(In memory of George Floyd)
#Letstalkaboutrace and
#sweetmothermother!
TICKETS & INFO:
 FREE Booking required

wyldegreeenpoetrywriter.
wordpress.com
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THU 1 OCT

SAT 3 - SAT 24 OCT

SAT 3 OCT

SAT 3 OCT

SUN 4 OCT

6PM

11AM - 1PM

12PM

6PM

6 - 8PM

BLACK HISTORY MONTH AT THE
CHILDREN’S LIBRARY

EAT WALK LEARN - OUR BLACK
HISTORY (JAMAICA EDITION)

BLACK POUND DAY
MARKET OCTOBER

BUSINESS ACTION
MOMENTUM
ENTERPRISE

THE LUNAR SOCIETY’S
BLACK IN… SERIES

Find out about Black British authors,
scientists, military personnel, composers,
sports people and activists. We’ve an acrostic
poetry competition for all ages, a trail
competition for under 12’s and a virtual
workshop for 12 - 17s and their families on
Thursday 29 Oct.
TICKETS & INFO:
CENTENARY SQUARE
Broad Street, Birmingham B1 2ND
 FREE Booking required
Box Office
 0121 242 4242
 childrens.library@birmingham.gov.uk

V
T - 28 NO
C
O
3
T
A
S

OF
THE LIBRARAYM BHM
BIRMINGH WRITING
CREATIVE ION
COMPETIT

This is a four week Saturday school for 8-14
year olds every week. This edition will focus on
the beautiful heritage of Jamaica, the food
and a heritage walk that links Jamaica with
Birmingham. Learners will also have access to a
digital platform with video seminars and other
learning resources. The project is delivered in
partnership with 2Much Passion CIC and other
inspirational leaders within the city.
TICKETS & INFO:
URBAN SPLASH PORT LOOP
Rotton Park Street, Ladywood B16 0AE
 FREE Booking required
Box Office
	dawnwalkers.co.uk

The market is designed to
celebrate Black businesses
and connect with the wider
community. With a variety of
vendors offering products,
materials, live demonstrations
and children’s activities, this is
a fun-packed event for the
whole family whilst supporting
the growth of the UK Black
economy.
TICKETS & INFO:
LEGACY CENTRE
OF EXCELLENCE
144 Potters Lane
Birmingham B6 4UU
 FREE Booking required
Box Office
	bit.ly/BHM_blackpound
 0845 052 7726
	legacycoe.co.uk

Invites you to a panel
discussion on the issues
around the struggles and
triumph of the Black
community. Leading the
panel discussion will be
author, Deanne Heron who
has been instrumental in the
uptake of Black History
taught in schools.
TICKETS & INFO:
 FREE Booking required
Box Office
	bameinbusiness.club
	vision2reality@
hotmail.co.uk

As regards the modern-day
Lunar Society’s stance in
relation to slavery and black
lives matter, we do now as
many of the original members
did then, have zero-tolerance
in relation to any form of
discrimination and its ensuing
effects and certainly uphold
that black lives do matter.
A series of Black in Panel
discussions webinars
culminating in a hybrid online
panel discussion on the lunar
society, Black in innovation &
Stem Black in the Law, Black
in Politics Black in Medicine
Black In Society.
TICKETS & INFO:
 FREE Booking required
Box Office
 01564 82 1582
 lunarsociety.org.uk
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MON 5 OCT

MON

5 OCT
–
SUN

11 OCT

18

WED 7 OCT

FRI 9 OCT

SUN 11 OCT

6PM

7PM

7:30PM

7PM

THE BLACK PAST GODS & PHARAOHS:
THE NILE VALLEY
KINGDOMS

BLACK WORDS
MATTER

LITE

FROM AFRICA TO BRITAIN DOCUMENTARY

In this 9 part series, we
explore the stories of Black
people throughout time
across the globe placing
Africa at the centre of the
human story. We will travel
across the civilisations of
pre-colonial Africa taking a
look at how societies were
run, what people did on a
daily basis and how the
educational mathematical
and scientific advancements
of the time worked. We’ll be
examining incredible ancient
monuments.
We will also delve into the
buried history of the Black
resistance to Western
imperialism from the dawn
of the transatlantic slave
trade to the epoch of
colonisation.
TICKETS & INFO:
LEGACY CENTRE
OF EXCELLENCE
144 Potters Lane
Birmingham B6 4UU
 £20
Box Office
 0845 052 7726
	legacycoe.co.uk
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Birmingham Young
Filmmakers Network
collaborated with 3 Poets to
visualise work created in
response to the Black Lives
Matter movement. We’re
inviting you to join us for our
online premiere followed by
a panel talk.

To Bleach or Not to Bleach,
that is the question.
This 30 min version of LITE
is a powerful multimedia
stage production exploring
the theme of identity selfimage through a black
woman’s eyes. Combining
drama, humour, pathos and
vulnerability, Lite explores
the issues of identity, family
and conformity through
a compelling, emotional,
gripping and far-reaching
exploration of skin
lightening.
Performed by Marlene
McKenzie.
TICKETS & INFO:
 £5
	marlenemckenzie.com

This documentary recounts personal stories of those who made
new lives in Birmingham and the Black Country. These personal
accounts reflect on themes of loss discovery, courage and often
success, broadly highlighting the contribution of the South Asian
community on the economic and cultural diversity of the region.
TICKETS & INFO:
 £3
	indi.deol@desiblitz.com
	desiblitz.com

TICKETS & INFO:
	byfn.co.uk
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MON 12 OCT

SAT 15 OCT

6PM

6 – 7PM

THE BLACK PAST - CITIES, MILITANTS,
MOORS: NORTH AFRICA & BLACK EUROPE

THE BLACK BRITISH
AFRICAN
EXPERIENCE POLITICS SPIRITUALITY
AND ACTIVISM
FOR DAILY LIVING

In this 9 part series, we explore the stories of Black people
throughout time across the globe placing Africa at the centre
of the human story. We will travel across the civilisations of
pre-colonial Africa taking a look at how societies were run,
what people did on a daily basis and how the educational
mathematical and scientific advancements of the time worked.
We’ll be examining incredible ancient monuments.
We will also delve into the buried history of the Black resistance
to Western imperialism from the dawn of the transatlantic slave
trade to the epoch of colonisation.

MON

12 OCT
–
SUN

FRI 16 OCT

LEGACY CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
144 Potters Lane, Birmingham B6 4UU
TICKETS & INFO:
 £20
Box Office
 0845 052 7726
	bit.ly/BHM_12_Mon_12
	legacycoe.co.uk

18 OCT

THE AFRICAN RENAISSANCE MONUMENT
IN DAKAR, SENEGAL
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FRI 16 OCT

6PM

7 - 8:30PM

THE ASSOCIATION
OF BLACK
PSYCHOLOGIST
(UKABPSI) ‘AN
AUDIENCE WITH…’

This event will be an
interactive panel featuring
Black changemakers in
politics that explores the
political mobility of Black
People in Britain over time.
Join us as we take a look
at the past to understand
what lessons can be learned
and think about how we can
bring about change and
empower our community as
we move forward into the
future.
TICKETS & INFO:
	bit.ly/BHM_Sat_15

The workshop provides an
overview of vital African
spiritual philosophies and
universal laws and (Hermetic
Principles). Other areas
covered include how to set up
the altar and what to include
on them. It also explores
dreams, interpretations and
venoration practices to
facilitate Ancestral
communications and
guidance. This workshop is for
those who wish to further their
African spiritual wisdom and
require assistance in applying
the knowledge and wisdom
to their daily lives.
Open to all ages.

The UK Association of Black
Psychologists (UKABPsi)
will be hosting a webinar
to discuss the life and work
of two of our prominent
psychotherapists who have
contributed significantly
to the promotion of
mental health services
for the African Heritage
communities in the UK.
We will be asking them to
take us on their journey
and to share their lessons
learned. We are looking
forward to honouring our
own and to sharing their
pearls of wisdom they
have for those new to the
profession.
TICKETS & INFO:
 £5
Box Office
 ukabpsi.co.uk

LEGACY CENTRE
OF EXCELLENCE
144 Potters Lane,
Birmingham B6 4UU
TICKETS & INFO:
 £20
Box Office
 0845 052 7726
 bit.ly/BHM_Fri_16
	legacycoe.co.uk
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SAT 17 OCT - 8 NOV

WINDRUSH CARIBBEAN FILM FESTIVAL
(ONLINE LAUNCH)

SAT 17 OCT

1PM

TRACING
YOUR ROOTS
ONLINE VIA

The Windrush Caribbean Film Festival (WCFF) aims to engage
and educate audiences in cinemas and art venues across the
UK about the contributions of the Windrush generation and
its impact on the country
through screenings,
talkbacks and micro-cinema
challenge that will take
place in cinemas, schools
and community centres
across the country.
TICKETS & INFO:
 FREE Booking required
	windrushfilmfestival.com
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Jamaica family roots are a
group that assist you in
tracing your Jamaican
family ancestry. We connect
oral history by speaking to
family and friends and use
various online sources to aid
your research and plot your
family tree.
TICKETS & INFO:
 FREE Booking required
The group meets virtually
the 3rd Saturday of every
month.
To register email 
linkjamaica1@gmail.com
or find us via Facebook

The words of the Rt Honourable Marcus Mosiah
Garvey have echoed across continents and have
been etched into the minds of so many people
across the world. His speeches have been the
fuel behind a countless number of Pan- African
organisations and movements that are concerned
about the plight and continued oppression of
African people on the continent and those of the
African Diaspora.
Marcus Mosiah Garvey Jr, was born on
August 17th 1887 in Saint Ann’s Bay, Jamaica, to
a father that was a descendant of the Maroons;
Jamaica’s African ex-slaves who successfully defied
the slave regime. Garvey’s childhood was quite
distinguished for his time for he was one of a few
that had access to a library which was owned by
his father, so he quickly developed a love and
passion for reading which would be the catalyst
for the leadership skills he would later require to
address and motivate a nation.
It was five days after returning from his visit
to the UK in 1914 and after seeing for himself the
treatment of its African citizens that Garvey decided
to form what is known today as the Universal Negro
Improvement Association (U.N.I.A) which was
structured and governed under 3 core principles;
1. Race First
2. Self Reliance
3. Nationhood in order to fulfil the aim of helping
to improve and protect the integrity of millions
of Black people. The U.N.I. A’s external symbol
of nationhood was its red, black and green flag
which was (and still is) used as an African symbol
of nationhood.
The name of the organisation alone is not only
a testament to the grand vision he possessed but
also the great concern he had for African people
across the globe. Within five years the U.N.I.A
had approximately 30 branches and over 2 million
members worldwide.

Let us stop right now in this moment to
acknowledge the magnitude of this achievement
and to consider the tenacity, conviction and
resilience it took to execute such a movement
during a time when communication resources were
scarce and when many of the civil rights we are now
‘afforded’ as a nation had not even been conceived
yet alone enacted. Marcus Garvey understood the
power and the necessity of strategic organisation.
There are volumes of speeches, books and
manuscripts with clear and concise philosophies on
how to better ourselves as a people.
So often we pay homage the great contributors
of our history by ‘merely’ referencing their words,
works and achievements. What better way to pay
homage to this great man, than to continue to
manifest his vision? Today in 2020, more than a
century after Garvey’s first visit to the UK, those of
us of African descent still find ourselves subject to
oppression, inequality and overt racism in every
facet of society. Yes, we protest, sign petitions and
discuss ways in which we can challenge oppression,
but the fact is we really don’t have to, the blackprint
has already been written all the strategies are in
place, we just need to execute them!
Look how fortunate we are to have
free access to meaningful solutions for
the betterment of our people. We must
continue to; ‘rise up ye mighty race,
let us accomplish what we will’.
Marcus Mosiah GarveyWritten by Tamar Francis.
(known locally as Sister Kush)
(*Martin. T. ‘Race First’, 1976)
For more information on Marcus
Garvey there are a series of
original works by author Tony
Martin which can be sourced
through ‘The Majority Press’.
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SO WHAT DOES LEWIS
DO FOR 2020 SEASON?
As a people, we KNOW how to celebrate
through music, dance, art, filmmaking, sport,
food and so much more that makes up our
culture. We champion those that succeed and
often live vicariously through them. But we hurt
too, especially when we see their struggles or
we lose them. So when hurt, we need the best of
our culture more than ever to keep us going and
to make a change.

1961
“ If not us, then who? If not now, then when?”.
Senator John Lewis speech.
2016
“	Can we write a book that solves racism?”
Dr Prince Rogers Nelson, Autobiography, a native of
Minneapolis. Prince knew.
2020
“Anger, sadness and disbelief over the
death of George Floyd”
in Minneapolis. Lewis Hamilton.
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T akes a knee at every Grand Prix in 2020 with
some ( not all ) drivers.
This ‘event’ has sparked something deep within
the record-breaking six-time Formula 1 (F1)
World Champion, that has changed his life.
	bit.ly/BHM_diversityinsport

Lewis Hamilton knows the importance of
Black History Month (BHM). He’s shining a
bright light on overcoming racism and using
his platform to speak on it. He has stood alone
in a white-dominated sport, repeatedly told to
be quiet and fit in. F1 have been taking strides
recently to re-adjust that balance and how they
are perceived in the world.
See sporting greats Tommie Smith, Lewis
Hamilton and Thierry Henry interview online at:
 bit.ly/BHM_interview_1

See also a fabulous interview with Lewis and
Martin Brundle:
	bit.ly/BHM_interview_2

 ears the BLM t-shirt whilst all the other drivers
W
wear ‘End Racism’ t-shirts to show solidarity.
Raises his fist in the ‘salute’ EVERY race win.
d edicated his blistering pole lap at Spa to the
late Chadwick Boseman, the news “really, really
broke me ... I want to go out there and drive to
perfection because of what he’s done for our
people and what he’s done for the superhero ...
shows these young kids that it’s possible. He was
such a shining light.”
G ot his team Mercedes AMG F1 in a strong show
of solidarity to change the livery on the famous
Silver Arrows car to Black for 2020 also the
driver suits. Also, the BLM motif is on his halo.
D onated and set up a commission to try to
increase diversity and boost representation
across motorsport through STEM programmes.

Lewis believes black history goes beyond BHM:

“WE SHOULD BE ENSURING THE
HISTORY TAUGHT IN SCHOOLS
IS THE FULL STORY, NOT AN
EDITED, GLORIFIED VERSION OF
OUR PAST AND BLACK HISTORY
NEEDS TO BE A PROMINENT
PART OF ANY CURRICULUM.”
See more of this interview at:
	bit.ly/BHM_interview_3

Lewis is a role model that Brits should be proud
of yet there is so much hate, opposition and
bitterness towards him especially online. One
commenter said, “shut up and just drive”. But
he will no longer be silent. He has found his
purpose and wants to be that change and tell
HIStory, our story. I salute you, Lewis.
I want to be that change too. So my fellow
citizens, what are you going to do to celebrate
BHM and make a difference?

Article by: B Brooks
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SUN 25 OCT

3PM

10AM

BLACK STEAM 2020

BLASTFEST 2020

(LIVESTREAM)

Celebrating Black brilliance
and living history makers
in Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts, and Maths!
An afternoon showcase
of inspirational talks and
performance, our guest
speakers will take you on
a journey through their
personal stories of discovery,
perseverance and success!
Part of Blackfest 2020 online
programme.

MON

19 OCT
–

SUN 25 - 31 OCT

THINKTANK, BIRMINGHAM
SCIENCE MUSEUM
Millennium Point
Curzon Street
Birmingham B4 7XG
TICKETS & INFO:
 FREE Pay what you like
	https//blacksteam2020.
eventbrite.co.uk

SUN

25 OCT

(LIVESTREAM)

Blast Fest is a pop up festival
platform that fuses the
creative power of science,
arts and culture as a force for
change.
Join us for a week of events
for all ages Blasting off with
our annual showcase part of
the Black fest 2020 online
programme.
THINKTANK, BIRMINGHAM
SCIENCE MUSEUM
Millennium Point
Curzon Street
Birmingham B4 7XG
TICKETS & INFO:
 FREE Pay what you like
	https//blacksteam2020.
eventbrite.co.uk

Why ethnicity matters
in organ donation
There are over 6,000 people waiting for an
organ transplant, whilst they wait their lives
are on pause. Black, Asian and minority ethnic
patients make up a third of the waiting list
due to a higher incidence of conditions that
make you more likely to need a transplant,
like type 2 diabetes and high blood pressure.
For many patients in need of a transplant the best match
will come from a donor with the same ethnic background,
but a shortage of BAME donors mean that patients from
these communities often wait significantly longer for a
life-saving organ than white people. On average, black
patients wait nearly a year longer for a kidney than white
patients.
To address this gap, England has now moved to an
opt-out system for organ donation. This means that unless
you have recorded a decision to opt out, or are in an
excluded group, it will be considered that you have agreed
to donate your organs when you die.
The purpose of the law change is to allow more people to
save more lives. If more people donate their organs,
waiting times will decrease and those in desperate need
of a transplant will have the best chance of receiving one.
Importantly, you still have a choice about whether or not
you become an organ donor. Whatever your decision, you
can register it on the NHS Organ Donor Register.

Donating organs and tissue in line with personal faith and
values is important to many people. When registering a
decision to donate, you will have the opportunity to give
details on your faith and beliefs, to ensure they are
respected and discussed with your family during any
conversation about organ donation. Faith leaders and
representatives of the various beliefs systems across
England have been collaborating with the NHS on this
important topic. To find out more about your faith or
belief and organ donation visit:
www.organdonation.nhs.uk/
helping-you-to-decide/your-faith-and-beliefs/
It’s important that you tell your family what you’ve
decided. That way, if your family are ever involved in
discussions about organ donation, they will have the
certainty they need to support your decision at a difficult
time. There is no deadline for registering your decision,
and you can amend your current decision at any time on
the NHS Organ Donor Register.

“I waited for so long for a kidney transplant because
I come from the BAME community who, for as long as
I can remember, do not understand the importance of
organ donation. This is the reason we have a lot of
BAME people on the transplant list. If you do sign up,
don’t keep it to yourself, have a chat with your family
and closest friends, and tell them your wish so when
you’re unable to, they will.”

To find out more visit:
organdonation.nhs.uk
Hilaria
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MON 26 OCT

MON

26 OCT
–
SUN

31 OCT

FRI 30 OCT

FRI 31 OCT

6PM

7 – 8.30PM

6PM

THE BLACK PAST THE TOWERING EAST EAST AFRICA I

THE ASSOCIATION
OF BLACK
PSYCHOLOGIST
(UKABPSI)

LET’S REVEL IN
BLACK HISTORY

In this 9 part series, we explore the stories of Black people
throughout time across the globe placing Africa at the centre
of the human story. We will travel across the civilisations of
pre-colonial Africa taking a look at how societies were
run, what people did on a daily basis and how the
educational mathematical and scientific
advancements of the time worked.
We’ll be examining incredible ancient monuments.
We will also delve into the buried history of the
Black resistance to Western imperialism from
the dawn of the transatlantic slave trade to
the epoch of colonisation.

‘Student Circle –
Presenting the Future’ The
UK Association of Black
Psychologists (UKABPsi) will
be hosting a webinar to
launch our Student Circle.
The student circle is to
provide mentorship and
support for students as they
complete their studies.
The Launch will provide
students the space to
share their research and to
find ways to connect with
both academia and the
community.

ONLINE VIA

Business Action momentum
enterprise invites you to an
evening of entertainment
celebrating the triumphs
and legacies of the Black
community. Entertainment
on the night will be led by
Miss Lyricist b and singer
Yvonne Wright
TICKETS & INFO:
 FREE Booking required
	vision2reality@
hotmail.co.uk

	ukabpsi.co.uk

TICKETS & INFO:
LEGACY CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
144 Potters Lane Birmingham B6 4UU
 £22.15
Box Office
	bit.ly/BHM_Mon_26
 0845 052 7726
	legacycoe.co.uk
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How does Britain begin rectifying the everpresent issues of racial inequality, now that the
public is privy to information which illuminates
just how intricate the legacies of the British
Empire are woven into the fabric of modern-day
Britain.
The atrocities of the African Holocaust
are very well documented, there are many
articles, books, documents, TV series and
films that describe and depict the lived realities
of the slaves and the slave masters. Due to
the Freedom of information act (2000) the
public now has access to information that may
have an impact with regards to the ongoing
conversations surrounding Reparations for the
descendants of slaves.
In 1833 the British government used 40% of
its national budget to compensate British slave
owners for the “loss of human property”. The
amount of £20m which in today’s money equates
to £17bn was paid to the founders of some of
Britain’s most profitable banks and Insurance
companies such as Barclays, HSBC as well as
Royal and Sun Alliance and Lloyds of London.
The British Parliament past and present has
many M.Ps whose ancestors and distant relatives
were also recipients of the compensation.
Former Prime Minister David Cameron distant
cousin General Sir James Duff received a payout of more than £3m in today’s money. As
well as two former Lord Chancellors, Douglas
McGarel Hogg, and his son Quintin McGarel
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Hogg whose ancestor Charles McGarel received
the equivalent of £101m in compensation.

REFERENCES

It was not until 2015 that this debt was
paid off by the British taxpayer, this was
bought to the public’s attention via a tweet by
H.M Treasury labelling the information as
a surprising Friday fact. The narrative of the
British taxpayer…

“HELPING TO END SLAVERY”
is of particular interest as it obscures the fact
that every Black British person who has ever
paid taxes contributed to paying off a debt
almost 182 years old.
Yet none of the slaves or their descendants
have ever been compensated for the torture
and trauma experienced then or now with the
aftermath of the African Holocaust still evident
in Britain, America, the Caribbean, Brazil and
on the African continent.
It is also important to note that in 2015
whilst on a trip to Jamaica, David Cameron
advised that the Caribbean needs to

“MOVE ON FROM
PAINFUL LEGACY
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CULTURAL NETWORKING
DURING COVID-19
STORYTELLING AND
CALYPSO PROJECT
2020
The Cornerstone Project: Cultural Networking
during COVID-19 Zoom Storytelling and
Calypso Project 2020 was developed as a result
of the COVID-19 lockdown. This lockdown
contributed to the isolation of many over 50’s
and elders due to shielding and quarantine.
According to the Centre of Policy on Age
and the Runnymede Trust (2013) report, it is
estimated that 25,000 people with dementia
from the Black community are living in England
& Wales.
This population is expected to rise to nearly
50,000 by the year 2026. The Cornerstone
Project was facilitated by Sue Brown (Founder)
and Dr Judith Bruce-Golding (Nakuona
Founder). Sue Brown is a TV and Radio
Presenter, Spoken Word Poet and Award
Winner of the MVisa and Royal Television
Society 2019 for the BBC 4 documentary ‘The
First Black Brummies’. Dr Judith Bruce-Golding
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is a Special Educational Needs Teacher, Mental
Health First Aid Trainer and Performer.
With the support from Black Arts Forum
(BAF), Birmingham City Council and Nakuona,
the Cornerstone Project enabled over 50’s
and elders from the African & Caribbean
community to engage and network using Zoom
technology as a platform for communication.
For some of the elders, their carers or family
members supported them in accessing this
new technology with the necessary signing
in and navigation around the Zoom page.
The workshop took place twice a week for 40
minutes. The themes were remembering African
and Caribbean nursery rhymes, games and toys
they used to play with. There were challenges
and quizzes as part of the workshop. The
participants also wrote their own proverbs along
with creating a COVID-19 Calypso ditty about
their experience of COVID-19.
We had the pleasure of having Vanley Burke
(Photographer) as a Guest Speaker. Vanley
spoke about handmade toys and games along
with sharing his own experiences as a boy when
growing up in Jamaica. The participants were
also treated to a live performance with Asher
Barnes (Guitarist/Percussionist). Asher also
composed the track for the project.
The participants enjoyed the 4-week project
from the 30th June 2020 - 24th July 2020, and
are excited about launching the ditty that they

created (TBC). The Cornerstone group
members all received a Certificate of
Attendance.
The feedback from the sessions was
extremely positive and we are looking
forward to continuing the Cornerstone
Project working with the over 50’s and
elders in the community.
For further information and to join
our mailing list visit:
 nakuona.org.uk

“IT HAS ENABLED ME TO HAVE
A FOCUS WITH A CREDIBLE
OUTCOME. IT HAS ALSO ENABLED
ME NOT TO FEEL ISOLATED
AND ALLOWED ME TO SHARE
MY HOPES, CONCERNS AND
AMBITIONS FOR THE FUTURE”.
“TAKING US BACK IN TIME TO
OUR YOUTHFUL DAYS, THE
DAYS OF FUN AND LAUGHTER
AS CAREFREE CHILDREN IN
THE CARIBBEAN”.
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EXHIBITIONS & EVENTS
FRI 2 - 31 OCT

6PM

BLACK ARTIST FOR
BLACK HISTORY
MONTH EXHIBITION
2020
This year commemorates the
500th year of the beginning
of the transatlantic slave
trade In remembrance the
Birmingham Contemporary
art gallery will be producing
a performance art
installation to be unveiled
at the BAFBHM opening
event. This will be a powerful
representation of the visual
part of the black journey and
how far we have come.
UNIT 5, ARENA BIRMINGHAM
King Edwards’s
Birmingham B1 2AA
TICKETS & INFO:
 FREE Booking required
Box Office
 0121 769 0966
	https://
birmingham-cag.uk/

SAT 3 OCT - 28 NOV

THE LIBRARY OF BIRMINGHAM BHM CREATIVE
WRITING COMPETITION

Know anyone who is aged 11-17? If they have read ’Noughts
and Crosses’ by Malorie Blackman or watched the TV series,
they could win a set of books by penning a 500+ words story
set in Albion.
LIBRARY OF BIRMINGHAM
Centenary Square, Broad Street, Birmingham B1 2ND
TICKETS & INFO:
 FREE Booking required
Box Office
 0121 242 4242
	bit.ly/BHM_Sat_3
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• BA (Hons) Black Studies
• BA (Hons) Black Studies
(Criminal Justice)
• MA Black Studies*

FIN D O U T M OR E
courseenquiries@bcu.ac.uk
+44 (0) 121 331 5595
www.bcu.ac.uk

* Subject to approval
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